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PROJECT BACKGROUND
With the launch of Tesla’s teleportation technology this project
focused on a series of generative research interviews. This
research ran the week of 2/17 with the goal of better
understanding customer needs, potential pain points, and
market opportunities for teleportation as the transportation
option for customers.

In-person and remote testing for generative
interviews with two potential customers.

METHODOLOGY

Focus was to get a variety of perspectives
from both income, travel style, and life
stages. This includes young, urban, women
as well as suburban and rural men.

DEMOGRAPHICS
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So, what did we see?
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Customers want to know how the
technology will work in their every day
lives, even down to specifics. Content
that assuages initial hesitancy will
help.

The Science

Customers are excited for this
technology, but price point is a major
factor when comparing to other
transport options. Teleportation must
be cheaper than current options.

The Economics
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Teleportation sounds risky.
Customers are looking for reliability
and consistency. This is especially
true when it comes to technology
that takes them apart and
reassembles them.

The Reliability

Customers want their say in when
and where they can use this
technology, especially when it’s a
more personal transportation
experience that is adaptable to their
schedule.

The Control
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Breaking it down…
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• People are curious and want to know how it works.

Consider discussing how the technology has been tested,
perfected, and functions just like any other form of
transportation.
• “Can they reassemble my atoms correctly? I want to still be there

and alive. Is there a failure rate? If it’s not 0% then there’s no way
I’m stepping into a tube to teleport.”

• Customers want to know the limits of this technology.
Directly address with clarity and confidence what
customers can bring and do with teleportation. (i.e. bring
yourself, others, bags) and where or how far you can
travel.
• “My big question is about the limits and bounds of it, how far can

you go? Can you only teleport yourself or can you bring a bunch of
luggage?”

• ”Can you teleport with other things or do they have to be
inanimate objects? Can you hold a child or pet and there won’t be
any issues?”
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THE ECONOMICS
• It’s got to make sense for their wallet. Customer

expectations vary widely on what they are willing
to pay. Conducting quantitative research with
marketing should help determine pricing, surging,
etc.
• “If you are teleporting within the bounds of a city,

anywhere, say, within New York City, maybe it costs $5?”
• “If it’s over $1000 that’s too expensive. It feels

prohibitive but depends on the distance.”

• But it can’t cost more than what’s already
available. Customers expect the price to be
similar if not cheaper than their daily commute
or vacation travel options.
• “It should be the same as my airfare. Can they beat

the price? If they beat the time and do it safety, then
sure, I would pay the same price.”
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THE RELIABILITY
• The connection needs to be consistent. Customers

want to know they can rely on this technology. They
also apply existing mental models of transport to this
new technology. This includes things like government
regulation, taxation, and ancillary fees.
• “This is an unknown technology…how will it personally affect

me…especially with cost?”
• “Are visas involved for international travel?”
• “The government will tax this since this will make money.”

• People want to know, “who is running the
show?” Is it computers, people, or TSA agents?
Being clear about who has a hand on the
controls provides customers with confidence.
• “I’m worried about who runs this. The TSA is a bunch

of buffoons…it’s a disaster at the airports with
them…let alone trying to reassemble someone’s
atoms.”
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• It’s their choice -- empower them. Be explicit that the

customer can decide when or where they can teleport.
• “I feel like if there are multiple teleports there wouldn’t be as many

lines that exist like at an airport.”
• ”You can make a reservation as far ahead as a few months or as

close as a few minutes to teleport.”

• They hate the extra prep and wasted time.
Customers want to avoid the lines and hassle
associated with conventional travel options. We
need to ensure that teleportation works quickly
and efficiently, blending in seamlessly into their
lives 24/7.
• “I assume you could move people a lot faster with no

moving machinery, no infrastructure. Queue up to use
this and go.”

• “I don’t want to wait around for hours like I do with
United [Airlines].”

• “I definitely want this to work into Google Maps. Show
me where the nearest location is for me to access.”
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Jobs to be done…
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• Create an onboarding experience that focuses on the ‘how’ of
teleportation. Show customers with graphics how they will traverse
physical space and time. Use this educational piece to engage customers
with possible limitations. Consider disclaimers used during airlines’
check-in process.

• Conduct an audit of the terminology used in the app. Engage first-time
customers as excited learners. Ensure that Tesla emphasizes ease and
safety in digestible, non-technical language.

ONBOARDING &
EDUCATION
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• Continue this research with competitive pricing. Use this initial generative
piece to inform questions for a larger quantitative measure (i.e. a survey).
Conduct this survey in partnership with the marketing and analytics teams.

• Have the survey focus on how costs for teleportation could be broken
down. Consider models like transiting from one specific zone to another,
pricing by a specific rate, or surging rates based on market demand.

• Contrast the costs to specific destinations with traditional options like cars,
trains, subways, and planes.

PRICING 
RESEARCH
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• For external communications emphasize how Tesla Teleportation will save
customers their most precious resource -- time. This will also be like any
other form of travel be it for work or fun.

• Emphasize to customers how Tesla is a pioneer in this space. We’re first to
market and first in safety. This is a revolutionary transportation option that
is both reliable and safer than what customers are already using.

• Focus on how this will dramatically save customers money by getting them
to their destination faster for their commute or vacation.

• It takes the physical toll and stress of travel out of the equation; they will
feel better avoiding lines, crowds, sitting in a car all day, etc.

MARKETING
IMPACTS
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• Calendar and scheduling interface.
• Customers are looking to schedule their teleports akin to airline reservations for specific travel. However, if they are

using it for everyday use, they are keen to check the systems status.

• Integration with Google Maps.
• This is a natural extension of every person’s commute or travel experience; seeing when they must leave and when

they will arrive. Present these options seamlessly in a larger Google Maps or Maps experience to plan for travel.

• Location access.
• In order to build a successful travel experience, customers need to know their location and destination in spacetime.

Building this functionality will provide confidence in their decision to teleport and clarity about their trip’s journey.

THINGS TO 
CREATE - 1
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• Clear pricing structure vs. the competition.
• Subway, Uber, a car, a bike -- with all the options available, it’s hard to conceptualize the costs associated when

considering teleportation. Consider ways that highlight teleportation as the new, safe, and budget friendly
method of travel and contrast it with the costs of yesterday.

• ID verification for local, state, and national governments.
• Travel is inevitably subject to state, federal, and transnational regulation. Ensuring that customers are who they

say they are with a verification process makes sure their journey is a safe and trusted one while remaining
compliant for the times.

THINGS TO 
CREATE - 2
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THANK YOU!

Craig Strauss
crgstrauss89@gmail.com

+1914.275.8575


